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“Consumers remain reluctant to look beyond easy access
accounts. They need more help to identify their savings
goals and understand how they can make the most of
higher paying limited access accounts. Online tools and
open banking technology have the potential to give people
new perspective when managing their savings.”
– Douglas Kitchen, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Improving brand profile and gaining consumer trust is vital for savings superstores
High street brands must adapt in order to attract younger savers

Total savings deposits grew by in 2018. This represented a modest increase considering the two
increases in the Bank of England (BOE) base rate since November 2017. Nevertheless, with a
background of economic uncertainty, the prospect of further rate rises and high street brands
committed to helping customers save for the future, Mintel expects that growth rate for deposits will
increase in 2019 and 2020.
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Savers prefer to retain easy access to their savings. Even among those who have built up significant
savings pots, ownership of fixed-rate or limited access accounts is low.
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This Report examines consumer ownership of savings products before looking into the important
factors that consumers take into account when choosing a savings provider. The sources of information
used when researching savings providers and saving plans and expectations are considered. Finally,
awareness of and interest in savings superstores is examined.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Saving for security tops the list of motivations
Few expect to save in a limited access account
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Figure 35: Preferred sources of information when looking for a new savings account provider, by savings account provider used,
February 2019

Saving Plans
Building a savings buffer is the major priority
Almost one third of Generation Z are saving for a big ticket purchase
Figure 36: Saving plans over the next two years, February 2019
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Figure 37: Saving plans over the next two years, by incentives when choosing a new savings provider, February 2019

Saving Expectations
Little interest in limited access products
Competition from high interest-paying current account persists
Figure 38: Saving expectations over the next two years, February 2019
Price comparison sites are the main source of information for those looking to open a new account or switch
Figure 39: Preferred channels used when looking for a new savings account provider, by savers expecting to open a new savings
account or switch their saving provider, February 2019

Interest in Online Savings Marketplaces
Over 50% are interested in using savings superstores…
…but trust remains a barrier
Figure 40: Awareness of and interest in savings superstores, February 2019
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Those looking to save for a deposit are key targets
Figure 41: Awareness of and interest in savings superstores, by savings plans, February 2019

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Figure 42: Best and worst case forecasts scenarios for total retail savings deposits, 2018-23
Forecast methodology
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